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CYBERSPACE – BIG PICTURE
Internet Attacks Are a Real and Growing
Problem
BY: L. GORDON CROVITZ, THE WALL STREET
JOURNAL
12/15/2008

A recent report from the Center for Strategic
and International Studies concluded that
foreign governments and terrorists are
increasing their offensive cyber capabilities and
have succeeded in attacking the Pentagon, the
State Department, the Commerce Department,
NASA and military computers as well as many
commercial computer systems. The report also
claims that the United States is more vulnerable
to cyber crimes because other nations
developed their infrastructure long after the
United States, and based their infrastructure on
secure, standardized sets of protocols. As many
experts agree, the article states that the United
States needs a publicly stated doctrine that
outlines U.S. cyber offensive capabilities and
commits to taking action in response to cyber
attacks much like Cold War policies.
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB122930102219
005425.html

Modern Society Faces Growing CyberTerror Threat
BY: JOSEPH NYE, TAIPEI TIMES
12/15/2008

The article discusses how cyber attacks and
threats will change warfare in the 21st century,
and how governments that were only
concerned about protecting their own
information technology infrastructure will also
face significant social vulnerabilities from cyber
attacks. U.S. professionals in cyber defense sent
an open letter to President Bush in September
of last year which stated that U.S. critical
infrastructure including electrical power,
finance, telecommunications, health care,
transportation, water and defense is vulnerable
110 Royal Aberdeen 
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to cyber attacks and requested “fast and
resolute” actions to prevent a national disaster.
The article also discusses how the lack of
attribution technologies makes addressing
cybersecurity issues more difficult. President
Bush has made some significant advances in
cybersecurity which will be continued by
President-elect Barack Obama who has already
called for new standards for security and critical
infrastructure.
http://www.taipeitimes.com/News/editorials/a
rchives/2008/12/15/2003431163

Feds to Toughen Rules on Fake IT
BY: ALICE LIPOWICZ, FEDERAL COMPUTER WEEK
12/15/2008

Federal acquisition executives have been
discussing how to tighten controls on IT
contractors’ global supply chains hoping to
improve security and reduce counterfeit
products. John Slye of market research firm
Input said that securing the global supply chain
is “exceedingly complex” but necessary
especially after recent incidents including the
FBI’s recent discovery of more than 3500 fake
Cisco Systems network components. Experts
agree that federal agencies must be able to
trace items back to their manufacturers, and
also suggest more transparency in supply
chains.
http://www.fcw.com/print/22_39/procurement
/154650-1.html

Leaders call for bolder security agenda
BY: WYATT KASH, GOVERNMENT COMPUTER NEWS
12/12/2008

Melissa Hathaway, senior advisor and cyber
coordination executive for the Director of
National Intelligence, explains that cyber
attacks are increasing in both size and
sophistication, and says that we have weak
situational awareness and are facing
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adversaries with strong cyber capabilities.
Hathaway also said that insider threats to
government computer networks have increased
52 percent in the past 18 months, and
recommends development in education, private
sector collaboration, defense and risk
management in global supply chains. Bob
Gourley, chief technology officer of Crucial
Point LLC discusses how to use current
technologies to solve security issues.
Specifically, he recommends better utilizing
identity management, authentication, insider
threat analysis, and collaborative efforts.
http://www.gcn.com/online/vol1_no1/477321.html

Social networking is next for cybercrime,
claims guru
BY: ULRIKA HEDQUIST, COMPUTER WORLD
12/16/2008

New Zealand encryption guru Peter Gutmann
believes that social networking sites such as
Facebook and Myspace will be increasingly
vulnerable to cyber attacks because they can
easily and quickly spread viruses to many users.
Gutmann explains that personal information on
social networking sites will be accessible
forever, and criminals can locate personal
information in a matter of minutes. Gutmann is
currently researching the usability of security
software, and hopes to make the software
easier to use for average Internet users. He also
developed the Cryptlib security toolkit, which
makes encryption and authentication services
easier to add to security software.
http://www.techworld.com/news/index.cfm?R
SS&NewsID=108456

Intelligent Software Solutions
ISS is a leading edge software solution provider for enterprise and system
data, services, and application challenges. ISS has built hundreds of
operationally deployed systems, in all domains – “From Space to Mud”™.
With solutions based upon modern, proven technology designed to
capitalize on dynamic service-oriented constructs, ISS delivers innovative
C2, ISR, Intelligence, and cyber solutions that work today and in the
future. http://www.issinc.com.

Open Letter From SESTA Calls For Tighter
USB Security
BY: SESTA, DARK READING
12/15/2008

The article includes a letter from SanDisk
Enterprise Solutions Technology Alliance which
calls for improved security for USB devices that
will not affect productivity or require a
complete ban of USB use. SESTA briefly
discusses the U.S. military’s recent decision to
implement a ban on the use of USB drives after
a malware infected device had infiltrated Army
networks. The letter also states that USB drives
may be used safely through a “tiered approach
110 Royal Aberdeen 
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to security” that utilized encryption, centralized
management, password protection and antimalware programs.
http://www.darkreading.com/storage/security/
showArticle.jhtml?articleID=212500393

Security attacks reach 2.5 billion per day
BY: DAVID NEAL, VNUNET.COM
12/05/2008

IBM recently announced that the number of
security incidents had risen from 1.8 billion to
2.5 billion over the past four months, based on
information from their managed security
services customers. In response to the increase
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in security incidents, IBM has announced
numerous new initiatives which will help clients
save costs and improve enterprise security. IBM
will introduce new identity and access
management services which will help
companies better manage access to their
sensitive data and applications as well as offer

complementary financial assessments of
organizations’ infrastructure management
costs.
http://www.vnunet.com/vnunet/news/223210
4/ibm-boosts-security-services

Experts: Enterprise architecture key to IT
security

combat on government computers and that
many public and private operating
environments are already infected, which is an
increasing challenge for chief information
officers and chief architects. Ross said that a
well-architected system is much easier to
protect and emphasized the importance of
security experts knowing how systems work and
integrate together.
http://www.fcw.com/online/news/1545901.html

BY: DOUG BEIZER, FEDERAL COMPUTER WEEK
12/08/2008

While speaking at the Government Technology
Research Alliance symposium, National Institute
of Standards and Technology senior computer
scientist Ron Ross said that enterprise
architecture will be the most important factor
in critical infrastructure protection. Scott
Bernard of the Federal Railroad Administration,
said that malware has become difficult to

New Top-level Domain Plan Dangerous,
Too Costly, Critics Tell ICANN
BY: CAROLYN DUFFY MARSAN, NETWORK WORLD
12/15/2008

The recent proposal to create hundreds of new
top-level domains has received harsh criticism
from corporations and individuals who are
concerned that the increase in competition in
the domain name marketplace would raise
costs for businesses. The Internet Corporation
for Assigned Named and Numbers (ICANN)
argue that the new domains would provide
more innovation, choice and competition and
would support non-English languages. Critics
argue that there is no proof of the need for the
additional domains, and want adequate proof
to justify the expensive initiative. Others argue
that the proposed initiative would lead to
consumer confusion, weakened Internet
security, phishing and a devaluation of current
domains.
http://www.networkworld.com/news/2008/12
1508-icann.html
110 Royal Aberdeen 
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Budgeting for Web Application Security
JEREMIAH GROSSMAN BLOG
12/11/2008

Author, Grossman, discusses different
approaches to justifying security spending
which include: risk mitigation; due diligence;
incident response; regulatory compliance; and
competitive advantage. Grossman defines risk
mitigation justification as spending a certain
amount of money in order to reduce the risk of
financial loss by a certain percent. Due diligence
is defined as spending security money on a
certain product because it is considered a best
practice, and incident response justification
would be spending money on a certain product
in order to prevent an event such as a breach or
data leak from happening again. Regulatory
compliance justification is spending security
money on a product because it is required,
while competitive advantage justification is
described as spending security money so that
the customer is happy.
http://jeremiahgrossman.blogspot.com/2008/1
2/budgeting-for-web-application-security.html
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Top execs would roll up sleeves to fight
cyber war, according to think tank study
BY: TIM GREENE, NETWORK WORLD
12/11/2008

The Center for Strategic and International
Studies recently released the Security
Cyberspace for the 44th Presidency report,
which recommends that president-elect Barack
Obama bring together leaders from energy,
finance, information technology and
government to serve on the President’s
Committee for Secure Cyberspace. The
committee would work to develop trust and

information sharing to prepare for actual cyber
emergencies. The report also calls for strict
regulations and standards that would support a
more secure infrastructure, specifically by
requiring secure industry control systems in
order for organizations to receive federal
economic stimulus money. The report also
suggests implementing security guidelines for
purchasing IT products and made several
warnings about the vulnerabilities of current
U.S. network infrastructures.
http://www.networkworld.com/news/2008/12
1108-cybersecurity.html

High Tech Problem Solvers
www.gtri.gatech.edu
From accredited DoD enterprise systems to exploits for
heterogeneous networks, GTRI is on the cutting edge of
cyberspace technology. Transferring knowledge from research
activities with the Georgia Tech Information Security Center, GTRI
is able to bring together the best technologies, finding real-world
solutions for complex problems facing government and industry.

The Seven Deadly Sins of Network Security
BY: BILL BRENNER, CSO
12/10/2008

The article identifies seven “deadline sins” of
network security which are common in
corporations. First, many corporations fail to
properly analyze potential risks which can cause
companies to have a false sense of security.
Corporations commit another sin by relying too
heavily on compliance, which may not always
completely protect data. Corporations also tend
to focus only on technological issues and lack
adequate training for employees. A similar
“deadly sin” is granting too much access to too
many people. Other “sins” include failing to
keep up with security patches and failing to
maintain activity logs and network monitoring.
The last “deadly sin” is making network security
too complicated, especially by spending the
110 Royal Aberdeen 
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entire security budget on securing the
perimeter rather than focusing on internal
networks.
http://www.csoonline.com/article/470095/The
_Seven_Deadly_Sins_of_Network_Security

Computer Malware the New ‘Weapon of
Mass Destruction’
BY: KIM ZETTER, BLOG WIRED NETWORK
12/10/2008

The Hoover Institution recently released a
report which claims that malware and botnets
are the new weapons of mass destruction. The
report explained that the electronic weapons
do not cause loss of life directly, but they are
still extremely dangerous because of their
ability to destroy livelihoods and entire
economies. The report calls on Congress to
address the issue of attribution, and requests
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that internet registrars require users to provide
factual registration information. The article
discusses additional recommendations from the
report.
http://blog.wired.com/27bstroke6/2008/12/cy
bersecurity-c.html

private partnerships to specifically focus on key
infrastructures.
http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/08f267f6-c54311dd-b516-000077b07658.html

U.S. Role as Internet Hub Starts to Slip

BY: TIM WILSON, DARK READING
12/10/2008

BY: BOBBIE JOHNSON, THE GUARDIAN
12/08/2008

According to a survey from communications
analysts TeleGeography Research, there has
been rapid growth in Internet capacity in Latin
America and Asia recently, which may weaken
the United States dominance over the Internet.
The survey analyzed the size and capacity of the
physical connections that make up the Internet
and found that America’s involvement in
Internet traffic is declining due to technology
advancement in places like Africa and Asia.
Experts agree that greater Internet capacity
worldwide may lead to better overall security.
http://www.guardian.co.uk/technology/2008/d
ec/08/internet-usa

US Warned Over Cyber Attacks
BY: DEMETRI SEVASTOPULO, FINANCIAL TIMES
12/09/2008

The Commission on Cyber Security for the 44th
Presidency recently released a report which
called cyber security “one of the most
important national security challenges” for the
United States. The commission discussed many
recent cyber attacks in the United States
including Chinese hackers that broke into
Pentagon computers, and the State
Department’s recent data leak. The commission
recommends that President-elect Obama
should establish a White House cyber security
office that would work with the National
Security Council to expand efforts that began
with the Bush administration’s Comprehensive
National Cyber Security Initiative. The
commission also recommends improving public110 Royal Aberdeen 

CyberPro

U.S. E-Commerce Fraud Total Will Hit $4
Billion, Study Says
The annual Cybersource Survey on E-Commerce
Fraud reports that U.S. companies that offer
electronic commerce will lose $4 billion to
online fraud this year. For the past three years,
these companies have lost about 1.4 percent of
their total online revenue to fraud. Doug
Schwegman, director of market and customer
intelligence for CyberSource, said that larger
online merchants are better protected from
fraud because they utilize fraud detection tools
and review suspicious orders.
http://www.darkreading.com/security/attacks/
showArticle.jhtml?articleID=212400203

Great Expectations for managing
Cybersecurity Resources
BY: M.E. KABAY, NETWORK WORLD
12/09/2008

A new contest, the Gordon Prize in managing
Cybersecurity Resources, will offer participants
the opportunity to examine cybersecurity from
various perspectives, and is open to students,
faculty and information security professionals.
Participants must submit an essay on the topic
of “Managing Cybersecurity Resources” from
one of the following perspectives: cybersecurity
investment; capital vs. operating expenditures;
cost benefit analysis for managing resources;
global resource allocation decisions; risk
management; assessment of economic loss
from data breaches; return assessment on
cybersecurity investments; and incorporation of
cybersecurity resource allocation into
management accounting systems.
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http://www.networkworld.com/newsletters/se
c/2008/120808sec1.html

Ethernet Encryption for Sensitive Data
BY: TRUDY WALSH, GOVERNMENT COMPUTER
NEWS
12/09/2008

SafeNet recently announced their new product,
an Ethernet Encryptor which will protect
sensitive information on Ethernet circuits. The
product is targeted at customers in
government, the financial sector and

Experts Recommend Ways to Improve
Intelligence Support to Critical
Infrastructure Protection Efforts
SIGNAL MAGAZINE
12/15/2008

The AFCEA International’s Intelligence
Committee recently released a white paper,
called “Intelligence Support to Critical
Infrastructure Protection”, which highlights
some federal government actions in improving
information sharing. The white paper also
advises that there is much to be done, and says
that the fact that 85 percent of the
infrastructure is owned by the private sector is
a main challenge to coordinating government

110 Royal Aberdeen 
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telecommunications and is Federal Information
Processing Standard– and Common Criteriacertified. SafeNet said that the encryptor could
be very beneficial to government agencies that
send large amounts of sensitive information
over Ethernet wireless area networks. SafeWay
also claims that the product will lower
compliance costs with no increase in
bandwidth.
http://www.gcn.com/online/vol1_no1/477031.html

efforts to improve security. The paper claims
that the federal intelligence community does
not usually provide support to organizations
outside of the government, and is also
unfamiliar with private sector technology
standards and goals. The DHS has previously
evaluated some of these issues, but the results
have not been shared with the intelligence
community although the white paper
recommends that the intelligence community
use the DHS’ 17 sector-specific plans framework
to support infrastructure protection.
http://www.afcea.org/signal/articles/templates
/200812SIGNALConnections.asp?articleid=1790
&zoneid=246
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Cyber Event Draws Global Audience
BY: HENRY S. KENYON, SIGNAL MAGAZINE
12/15/2008

The 2008 International Cyber Defense
Workshop, held at the University of Nebraska at
Omaha’s Nebraska University Center for
Information Assurance, brought together the
U.S. Defense Department and representatives
from 15 nations to work through cybersecurity
and cyberdefense scenarios with a focus on
improving information sharing internationally.
Participating nations represented Europe, Asia
and Latin America, and offered online
participation. Future workshops will address
language barrier, time-zone difference, and
registration issues.
http://www.afcea.org/signal/articles/templates
/200812SIGNALConnections.asp?articleid=1786
&zoneid=246

McCain campaign sells unwiped Blackberry
for $20
BY: DAN GOODIN, THE REGISTER
12/12/2008

A Fox 5 reporter was able to purchase a
Blackberry mobile phone for $20 from the
McCain presidential campaign which reportedly
still contained contact information for more
than 50 people who were involved in the
campaign as well as emails from September to
the election in November. The article also
claims that laptops from the campaign were
sold for only $600, and may still contain
sensitive information.
http://www.theregister.co.uk/2008/12/12/mcc
ain_blackberry/

Adobe Admits New PDF Password
Protection Is Weaker

makes it easier to recover passwords. Adobe
made changes to the underlying algorithm for
Acrobat 9 which makes finding a password up
to 100 times faster than in Acrobat 8, despite
the encryption upgrades that Adobe has
implemented. In their security blog, Adobe
acknowledged that passwords could be found
out more quickly than in Acrobat 8, but said
that changed were made to increase
performance. The article suggests that users
use a combination of upper and lower case
letters as well as special characters to make
passwords more secure.
http://www.newsnow.co.uk/A/315499342?185
51&securitynews=Adobe%20Admits%20New%2
0PDF%20Password%20Protection%20Is%20We
aker

Security Expert Howard A. Schmidt Joins
Solidcore Advisory Board
BY: SOLIDCORE, DARK READING
12/08/2008

Solidcore Systems, Inc. recently announced that
computer and cybersecurity expert Howard A.
Schmidt has joined the Solidcore advisory
board. Schmidt is currently the president and
CEO with R&H Security Consulting LLC, which he
founded in 2005. Schmidt has served as chief
security strategist for companies such as eBay
and Microsoft, and also was appointed by
President Bush as the vice chairman of the
President’s Critical Infrastructure Protection
Board. Schmidt is also currently the
international president of the Information
Systems Security Association.
http://www.darkreading.com/internet/retail/sh
owArticle.jhtml;jsessionid=HJ4Q0YWZIERQQQS
NDLOSKHSCJUNN2JVN?articleID=212300297

BY: JEREMY KIRK, IDG NEWS SERVICE
12/05/2008

Russian security firm Elcomsoft has claimed that
the password-protection changes in Acrobat 9
110 Royal Aberdeen 
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CYBERSPACE – PRESIDENT-ELECT OBAMA
Changes in store for government IT
BY: DOUG BEIZER, GOVERNMENT COMPUTER NEWS
12/15/2008

Amit Yoran, CEO of NetWitness and Richard
Burk, former chief architect at the Office of
Management and Budget, spoke at the
Government Technology Research Alliance
Symposium in Hershey, Pa. and said that the
new presidential administration will bring many
changes in technology development and
government IT. Burk and Yoran said that
technology development will most likely be
included in the Obama administration’s
proposed economic stimulus package, and
predict that the new generation of workers that
are familiar with digital technologies will further
advance changes in government IT. Burk and
Yoran also believe that changes in government
IT will follow the model of private industry
technology evolution, and said that the
government should focus on providing services
to the public to improve security concerns
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through openness, sharing and global
cooperation.
http://www.gcn.com/cgibin/udt/im.display.printable?client.id=gcn_daily
&story.id=47741

Cyber Security: Vigilance Comes First
PITTSBURGH TRIBUNE-REVIEW
12/13/2008

The article discusses how the Obama
administration will need to address defense of
U.S. computer systems from cyber attacks
without violating American users’ privacy rights.
A report recently released by the Center for
Strategic and International Studies recommends
that President-elect Obama introduce new
regulations to combat cyber crime and improve
computer network security. The study also
suggests current wiretap laws be weakened to
protect the privacy rights of American Internet
users.
http://www.pittsburghlive.com/x/pittsburghtrib
/opinion/archive/print_602716.html
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Obama urged to get tough on cyber attacks
NEW SCIENTIST
12/09/2008

The Center for Strategic and International
Studies recently released a report that
concluded that the US Department of
Homeland Security has failed to protect
information from foreign attacks, and
recommends that the Obama administration
establish a new National Office for Cyberspace
to take over cybersecurity efforts. The research
group said that current internet security
measures are inadequate, the government has
not invested enough in international relations,
and that cyber attacks rank alongside terrorism
and weapons of mass destruction as threats to
the United States. There is also a need for
established international cyber standards,
which would be developed by the national
Office for Cyberspace.
http://www.newscientist.com/article/dn16227obama-urged-to-get-tough-on-cyberattacks.html

McAfee: Obama Should Focus on
International Cooperation to Fight Cybercrime
BY: BRIAN PRINCE, EWEEK
12/09/2008

McAfee recently released the “Cybercrime
Versus Cyberlaw” report which calls for better
international cooperation and better defined
cyber-laws. McAfee also recommends that ISPs
do more to combat spammers and malware.
Pamela Warren of McAfee hopes that
President-elect Barack Obama will be able to
balance international cooperation and firm
cyber-crime law enforcement. The Commission
on Cyber Security also recommends that Obama
should strengthen authentication and cybersecurity legislation. Forrester Research analyst
Jonathan Penn added that Obama should work
closely with network infrastructure providers,
110 Royal Aberdeen 
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utility companies and high-profile firms to
develop a warning system for cyber-threats.
http://www.eweek.com/c/a/Security/McAfeeObama-Should-Focus-on-InternationalCooperation-to-Fight-CyberCrime/

Cyber-Security: A Hard Sell
BY: STEPHEN BAKER, BUSINESS WEEK
12/09/2008

A report recently released by the Commission
on Cybersecurity outlines a defense plan which
O. Sami Saydjari, CEO of Cyber Defense Agency,
estimates will take five years and cost from $30
billion to $50 billion to implement. Saydjari
explains that although the first year of the plan
would be mostly research and outlining, the
following years would provide tens of
thousands of jobs and spending that could
stimulate the economy. Experts hope that
President-elect Obama will expand
cybersecurity efforts by supporting the
establishment of industry standards, increasing
awareness and the appointment of a cybersecurity chief.
http://www.businessweek.com/technology/con
tent/dec2008/tc2008128_182619.htm?chan=to
p+news_top+news+index++temp_news+%2B+analysis

Experts say U.S. needs a cybersecurity
agency
BY: DEBORAH GAGE, SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE
12/09/2008

The Center for Strategic and International
Studies recently released the “Securing
Cyberspace for the 44th Presidency” report
which urged President-elect Obama to transfer
control of cyberspace from the Department of
Homeland Security to a new national office. The
report also recommends new laws which would
protect privacy rights, require identification of
devices and users on a network in organizations
critical to U.S. security, and secure software for
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all Internet users. The article outlines the main
recommendations that have been provided to
Obama including: committing to cyberspace
protection; the establishment of a National
Office for Cyberspace; encouraging information
sharing with the private sector; requiring
identify authentication online; and streamlining
online crime laws in order to increase
investigation speed.
http://www.sfgate.com/cgibin/article.cgi?f=/c/a/2008/12/08/BUKT14K4D4
.DTL

How Obama Can Fix Cybersecurity
BY: ANDY GREENBERG, FORBES
12/08/2008

A commission of IT security specialists recently
released their recommendations for Presidentelect Obama which included releasing more
details of the classified Cyber Security Initiative
and appointing a cybersecurity chief that will
report to the president. James Lewis, director of
the Center for Strategic and International
Studies’ commission, emphasized the
importance of transparency especially when
collaborating with the private sector. Three of
the experts on the commission are also serving
on Obama’s transition team.
http://www.forbes.com/technology/2008/12/0
8/obama-cybersecurity-initiative-tech-securitycx_ag_1208security.html

Assembling a CTO: Everyone has an
opinion
BY: JOHN MONROE, FEDERAL COMPUTER WEEK
12/08/2008

Federal computer week gathered opinions on
the role of the new CTO from three security
experts. Don Tapscott, author of “Wikinomics:
How Mass Collaboration Changes Everything,”
has suggested that Obama’s appointed CTO
focus on five priorities which include: ensuring
access; investing in the technology industry;
fostering collaboration; ensuring that
technology continues to serve people; and
overseeing the online transformation of the
government. French Caldwell, vice president of
Gartnet, said that the CTO’s job would be to
create a “common architecture” for IT
investments and federal agencies. Caldwell also
warns that if the CTO is not given any budgetary
control, he will be largely ignored by federal
agencies. Dan Tynan of Computerworld
emphasized the importance of the CTO
developing a process to deciding on best
technology upgrades. Tynan also recommends
that the CTO should work on developing a
security infrastructure for the government.
http://www.fcw.com/print/22_38/features/154
573-1.html

CYBERSPACE – DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE (DOD)
DoD’s Shared Interest
BY: WILLIAM JACKSON, GOVERNMENT COMPUTER
NEWS
12/15/2008

The U.S. Defense Department and other
agencies have formed a Defense Interest Group
which will provide a forum for discussing best
practices in an effort to improve collaboration
between the DoD and security vendors. Bob
Natale, principal engineer at Mitre and co110 Royal Aberdeen 
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chairman of DIG, explains that the group will be
valuable for the Defense Department by
improving returns on Department investments
as well as improving services to warfighters.
Experts also hope that the Group will allow the
Department to utilize more commercial
products and services and also develop a
standard framework for defining and discussing
network management and operations.
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http://www.gcn.com/print/27_29/477171.html

USB Flash Drive Network Weaponization
BY: JOHN SAWYER, DARK READING
12/12/2008

The U.S. Department of Defense issued a ban
on USB flash drives and removable media last
month to prevent the spread of a virus through
their computer networks. The article discusses

Cyber Attack Linked to Company of Former
Russian Spies
BY: JENNIFER GRIFFIN, FOXNEWS
12/10/2008

The article states that the recent cyber attacks
on the U.S. military’s classified computer
network was traced back to a company run by
former Russian Federal Security Service spies.
The attack prompted the Pentagon to ban USB

The panopticon economy
BY: GREG M. SCHWARTZ, SAN ANTONIO CURRENT
12/09/2008

The National Security Agency is renovating a
former Sony microchip plant in San Antonio,
110 Royal Aberdeen 
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the release of the new Addonics NAS Adapter,
which allows data transfer between a USB flash
drive and a network without the physical use of
the drive in a desktop or laptop computer, and
explores what tools like the NAS Adapter could
mean for the Department of Defense and other
organizations.
http://www.darkreading.com/blog/archives/20
08/12/usb_flash_drive.html

flash drives and other portable media devices.
Homeland Security Secretary Michael Chertoff
said that Russia had used cyber attacks against
Georgia during the recent conflict, and
recommends that the U.S. determine when a
cyber attack is considered an act of war.
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2008/12/10/
cyber-attack-linked-company-russian-spies/

which will become the Texas Cryptology Center.
The Center will gather billions of electronic
communications to look for terrorist threats.
Former NSA Director Mike Hayden said that his
goal for the center was to know “exactly what
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Americans were doing day by day, hour by
hour, and second-by-second”, which causes
much concern over privacy rights violations.
Microsoft also announced this year that it
would locate its new data center in San
Antonio, which will be located only a few miles
from the NSA Center. The NSA could even gain
access to Microsoft’s stored data without a
warrant, which may have affected their decision
to locate the Center in San Antonio. The facility
would also provide access to UTSA’s Institute
for Cyber Security and Center for Infrastructure
Assurance and Security.
http://www.sacurrent.com/news/story.asp?id=
69607

Thompson Files: Danger Faces Navy’s Net
BY: LOREN B. THOMPSON, SPACE WAR
12/09/2008

Many believe that the Navy’s Next Generation
Enterprise Network system, which aims to
completely integrate the Navy’s information
systems, is doomed to fail. The Navy has
announced that the new system would be
operational by October 1, 2010, but they have
not provided an acquisition plan or selected

providers. Experts also believe that the
segmented system will not respond well to the
kind of cyber attacks that the military has
recently experienced.
http://www.spacewar.com/reports/Thompson_
Files_Danger_faces_Navys_net_999.html

Army Begins Work on ‘Dedicated’ Force
Structure for Cyberwar
BY: SEBASTIAN SPRENGER, INSIDE THE PENTAGON
12/04/2008

Army officials have formed an “integrated
capabilities development team” which is
conducting the “Army Cyberspace Study” to
determine the size and organization of the force
of soldiers that will be dedicated to cyber
conflicts. The team is looking at the number of
enlisted personnel that will be needed as well
as the structure and training of the force. The
Army will implement near-term requirements
within six months, while other study
recommendations will be implemented within
two years.
http://www.defensenewsstand.com/cs_newsle
tters.asp?NLN=PENTAGON&ACTION=RECENT

CYBERSPACE – DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY (DHS)
Chertoff: Cyber Defense Must Be Wider
BY: DOUG BEIZER, FEDERAL COMPUTER WEEK
12/10/2008

Homeland Security Secretary Michael Chertoff
recently spoke at an AFCEA Solutions Series
Forum about cyber attacks against both
commercial and governmental networks.
Chertoff explained that educating and training a

cyber workforce will be critical to preventing
attacks, and also stressed the importance of
reducing trusted Internet connections and
insider attacks against an organization.
http://www.fcw.com/online/news/1546181.html

First assistant secretary for cybersecurity
steps down
BY: WILLIAM JACKSON, GOVERNMENT COMPUTER
NEWS
12/08/2008

Greg Garcia, the first DHS assistant secretary for
cybersecurity and communications, stepped
110 Royal Aberdeen 
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down on December 5, and will return to
working in the private sector although he has
said that he will remain committed to the
mission of cyber awareness and improving the
nation’s digital infrastructure. Since Garcia was
appointed to the position in 2006, cybersecurity
has become a higher priority within the
government and government information

systems have seen many security
improvements. President-elect Barack Obama
will appoint a CTO to oversee cybersecurity
efforts, but the DHS will still have a large part in
implementing security changes.
http://www.gcn.com/online/vol1_no1/476921.html

CYBERSPACE – INTERNATIONAL
When Do Online Attacks Cross the Line
Into Cyberwar?
BY: ALEX KINGSBURY, U.S. NEWS
12/09/2008

Security experts agree that there needs to be
established and standard legal norms for online
crimes, and many are looking to NATO, the
Department of Homeland Security and the
European Union to define these standards.
Jonathan Zittrain, a Harvard professor and
author, explains that establishing international
standards may deter some cyber crimes by

giving a legal basis for punishing nations that
support cyber criminals. The article discusses
what should be considered an act of war, and
says that there are three questions that must be
answered which are: at what point is an attack
considered an act of war or justify retaliation;
how do we protect Internet users’ rights and
still improve security; and who will assume the
responsibility for investigating attacks?
http://www.usnews.com/articles/news/world/
2008/12/09/when-do-online-attacks-cross-theline-into-cyberwar.html

Raytheon
Aspiring to be the most admired defense and aerospace systems
supplier through world-class people and technology Raytheon is
a technology leader specializing in defense, homeland security,
and other government markets throughout the world. With a
history of innovation spanning more than 80 years, Raytheon
provides state-of-the-art electronics, mission systems
integration, and other capabilities in the areas of sensing;
effects; command, control, communications and intelligence
systems, as well as a broad range of mission support services.

Scary Stuff
STRATEGY PAGE
12/06/2008

The article discusses the new trend of “cybernationalism” particularly in China and Russia.
Cyber-nationalism is described as when an
event stirs up nationalistic feelings in Internet
users, reflected in message boards, emails, and
messaging, that leads to organized “online
vigilantes”. Often, this can be helpful, such as
110 Royal Aberdeen 
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when these online groups help after a natural
disaster. China and Russia, however, have been
accused of guiding these “vigilantes” at targets
that the government wants to attack. The
article also briefly discusses how the Chinese
government spends on software and hardware
to control who is able to use the Internet inside
China.
http://www.strategypage.com/htmw/htiw/artic
les/20081206.aspx
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Berlin Bank Accused of Country’s Largest
Data Link

French embassy in Beijing ‘under cyberattack’ after Nicolas Sarkozy meeting with
Dalai Lama

DEUTSCHE WELLE
12/13/2008

BY: RICHARD SPENCER, TELEGRAPH.CO.UK
12/11/2008

Confidential information on over 10,000 credit
card customers of the Landesbank Berlin was
reportedly sent anonymously to the Frankfurter
Rundschau newspaper last week. Information
included customer names, addresses, credit
card and bank account numbers, transaction
information, and PIN numbers. Because the
Landesbank Berlin is Germany’s largest creditor,
customers from numerous other banks may
also be affected by the data leak, which
reportedly originated from another company,
AtosWorldline, which handled the bank’s
accounting.
http://www.dwworld.de/dw/article/0,,3872296,00.html

After French President Nicolas Sarkozy met with
the Dalai Lama, the Beijing French embassy
website was attacked, although a spokesman
for the Foreign Ministry claims the Chinese
government does not approve of the attacks on
the French embassy website. Beijing authorities
were opposed to the meeting between Sarkozy
and the Dalai Lama, and had cancelled an EUChina summit as well as saying that trade with
France could suffer as a result of the meeting.
The attack disabled the French embassy
website through mass attempts to access the
site simultaneously and French businesses are
worried that there will be a boycott of French
goods.
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/
asia/china/3707778/French-embassy-in-Bejingunder-cyber-attack-after-Nicolas-Sarkozymeeting-with-Dalai-Lama.html

Chinese exploit hole in Internet Explorer
BY: ROBERT MCMILLAN, IDG NEWS SERVICE
12/10/2008

Chinese security group, the Knownsec team,
made a flaw in Microsoft’s Internet Explorer
public in an online forum last week. The flaw
has already been exploited by hackers, but
experts believe the attacks will become more
widespread since the code is available publicly.
The code loads malicious programs onto the
victims’ computers which then download
malicious software. Microsoft has said that they
are investigating the flaw, but have not yet
announced a patch.
http://www.techworld.com/news/index.cfm?R
SS&NewsID=108196
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Russian Mafia is Largest Cyber Crime
Syndicate
BY: ADITI UTPAT, THE TIMES OF INDIA
12/07/2008

Computer security expert Chris Goggans said
that the Russian mafia is to blame for the most
organized cyber crimes, and that the most
serious cyber threats come from Russia and
China. Goggans points out that crimes coming
from Russia are usually financially driven, while
Chinese hackers are more interested in
obtaining government and military information.
Goggans, a former hacker, said that most cyber
crimes within the United States are motivated
by malicious intent, which is more annoying
than threatening. Finally, Goggans
recommends keeping cyber security software
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updated and being cautious when opening emails from unknown senders.
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/Pune/Russi
an_mafia_is_largest_cyber_crime_syndicate/art
icleshow/3803018.cms

Terrorism: Al-Qaeda uses YouTube in New
Media Strategy
BY: HAMZA BOCCOLINI, AKI
12/04/2008

including messages from Osama Bin Laden and
Ayman al-Zawahiri. Other videos show training
camps and footage of attacks against U.S.
troops. There has been an increase in the
YouTube videos after popular jihadist websites
such as al-Hesbah, al-Ekhlas and al-Borak were
permanently closed down this year.
http://www.adnkronos.com/AKI/English/Cultur
eAndMedia/?id=3.0.2781767590

The article reports that 2,000 Al-Qaeda videos
had been uploaded to YouTube this year

CYBERSPACE RESEARCH
Major Gaps in Cybersecurity
CREALIS
12/03/2008

The Carnegie Mellon University CyLab recently
released a survey of board directors that found
that only 36 percent of respondents said that
their corporate board have direct involvement
in information security. CyLab founder Pradeep
K. Khosla said that managing cyber risks needs
to be seen as a managerial and strategic
planning, rather than just a technical challenge.

Researcher Releases Free DoS Hacking Tool
BY: KELLY JACKSON HIGGINS, DARK READING
12/16/2008

Italian researcher Acri Emanuele recently
released LetDown, a free denial-of-service (DoS)
hacking tool which is part of the Complemento
package. Emanuele said that LetDown should
only be used for penetration testing, but that he
was wary of releasing the tool to the public
since it could potentially be used to crash a
server. Other tools in the package include a
110 Royal Aberdeen 
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Only 8 percent of respondents said that there
was a separate risk committee in their
organization, and many organizations have not
budgeted correctly for filling cyber security
positions. The survey recommends that
organizations establish a seperate board risk
committee to review policies from the top level.
http://crealis.es/2008/12/major-gaps-incybersecurity.html

domain scanner, an HTTP server scanner,
banner grabber, and data retriever. Jack Lewis,
senior researcher with Outpost 24, said that
LetDown will be useful for finding DoS
weaknesses, although it could be useful for
hackers. Lewis also explained that similar tools
have been around for some time, and even says
that older tools, such as Unicornscan, would be
more helpful to hackers than LetDown.
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http://www.darkreading.com/security/attacks/
showArticle.jhtml;jsessionid=XAP3DSE4VNFYSQ
SNDLPSKHSCJUNN2JVN?articleID=212500752

http://www.computerworld.com/action/article.
do?command=viewArticleBasic&articleId=9123
466

Web who’s who botches secure sockets
layer

Study: Identity Theft, Organized Retail
Crime On The Rise

BY: DAN GOODIN, THE REGISTER
12/15/2008

BY: TIM WILSON, DARK READING
12/12/2008

Security researcher Rodney Thayer of Canola &
Jones recently looked into websites that were
using flawed security sockets layer certificates
for authentication, and found that sites with
defective certificates included the U.S. Central
Intelligence Agency, NASA, the World Bank, the
U.S. Computer Emergency Readiness Team and
Microsoft. Thayer said that few webmasters
actually implement and maintain SSL
certificates correctly. Thayer explains that his
findings are significant because it shows how
users often ignore important security warnings,
risking sensitive commerce and business
information.
http://www.theregister.co.uk/2008/12/15/flaw
ed_ssl_certs/

The nonprofit Urban Institute’s Justice Police
Center recently released a report on computer
crime and security trends that said that identify
theft, organized retail crime and terrorist
attacks are the most urgent threats. The study
predicts that identity theft and fraud will be the
fastest growing crimes in the next decade, and
predicts that these crimes will become more
organized and profitable. The study also
suggests that security professionals should
consider terrorism prevention in response
management plans and attend hacker
conventions and exercises to stay ahead of the
criminals. The report stresses the importance of
information sharing and collaboration between
security managers, law enforcement and the
public.
http://www.darkreading.com/security/cybercri
me/showArticle.jhtml?articleID=212500159

Cisco: Cyberattacks growing, looking more
legit
BY: JIM DUFFY, COMPUTER WORLD
12/15/2008

Cisco Systems Inc. recently released the 2008
Cisco Annual Security Report which found that
vulnerabilities increased by 11.5 percent in
2008 and threats from legitimate domains
increased by 90 percent. Malware attacks
through e-mail attachments has actually
decreased by 50 percent from 2007, and the
study found that spam e-mails account for
almost 200 billion messages every day. Cisco
also identifies some trends to look for in 2009,
including: increasing insider threats; data loss;
and increasing attacks resulting from remote
working and mobility tools. The full report is
available at the Cisco Web site.
110 Royal Aberdeen 
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West Coast Labs Completes Anti-Malware
Testing, Issues Checkmark Anti-Malware
Certification
BY: WEST COAST LABS, DARK READING
12/11/2008

West Coast Labs recently announced the
completion of the Checkmark Anti-Malware
Certification which performed product testing
that 17 vendors successfully completed. West
Coast Labs pulls gathered information from its
global honey net on malware threats, attacks
and originating countries. The report found that
the United States was the main origin of attacks
along with Japan, Taiwan, France and Germany.
Other countries that were found to be the
origin of attacks were China, Russia, Hong Kong
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and Canada. The certification testing evaluated
the effectiveness of security products against
malware and products must satisfy
requirements of Anti-Virus, Anti-Trojan, and
Anti-Spyware categories.
http://www.darkreading.com/security/vulnerab
ilities/showArticle.jhtml?articleID=212400480

Vulnerabilities Play Only a Minor Role in
Malware Spread, says Researcher
BY: GREGG KEIZER, COMPUTER WORLD
12/08/2008

Researchers with Trend Micro Inc. report that
attacks caused by the top 100 pieces of
malware from 2008 came from visiting
malicious sites and accepting downloads. The
analysis found that 53 percent of attacks were
from Internet downloads, 12 percent of the
infections were from e-mail attachments, and
only 5 percent were from software vulnerability
exploitations. Paul Ferguson, network architect
at Trend Micro, explains that these figures
could mean that social engineering is more
effective than some originally thought.
Ferguson said that educating Internet users
about basic security measures would make a
large impact on the spread of malware.

http://www.computerworld.com/action/article.
do?command=viewArticleBasic&articleId=9122
901

Report: IT, Security Departments Not
Seeing Eye to Eye on Threats to the
Business
BY: KELLY JACKSON HIGGINS, DARK READING
12/07/2008

The Ponemon Institute recently released their
2008 Security Mega Trends Survey Report,
which surveyed IT departments and security
groups about what they believe will be the
biggest security threats over the next couple of
years. The survey found that outsourcing risks,
data breaches and cybercrime were the biggest
concerns of security professionals. The report
also said that 92 percent of security
professionals admit that their organizations had
been the victim of a cyberattack. Mobile
devices were also ranked as very high risks to
businesses, while neither IT or security
departments did not rate virtualization as high
risk.
http://www.darkreading.com/security/vulnerab
ilities/showArticle.jhtml?articleID=212300005

CYBERSPACE HACKS, TACTICS, AND DEFENSE
When Hackers Attack: Practicing
Cybersecurity at Home
BY: BRIAN KREBS, POPULAR MECHANICS
JANUARY 2009

The Commission on Cybersecurity for the 44th
Presidency has recommended that Presidentelect Obama create a National Office for
Cybersecurity which would protect the nation’s
sensitive computer networks. The article
discusses how hackers are attacking web
browsers, cell phones and personal electronics
to steal personal information. New technology
has lead to the development of new electronic
devices and software which has increased the
need for security and privacy tools. The article
110 Royal Aberdeen 
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discusses in detail the evolution of cellular
phones, specifically those devices that use GPS
technology, and the impact that new
technology has on privacy and forensics issues.
http://www.popularmechanics.com/technology
/industry/4295100.html

Hackers Compromise Legit Web Sites to
Target Microsoft IE Flaw
BY: BRIAN PRINCE, EWEEK
12/15/2008

Microsoft recently reported that hackers have
been able to exploit a vulnerability in Internet
Explorer to infect Internet users with malware.
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Some experts estimate up to 0.2 percent of
Internet users worldwide may have been
affected by the malware, and the number of
infected sites is continuing to increase.
Microsoft has not yet released a patch, but the
company does recommend that users set the
Internet security zone to high and disable the
XML Island functionality.
http://www.eweek.com/c/a/Security/HackersCompromise-Legit-Web-Sites-to-TargetMicrosoft-IE-Flaw/

A Scary Twist in Malware Evil-ution

data from machines that are close to the
infected computer regardless of differences in
operating systems and security software. The
malware changes the DNS server settings on
victim computers and reroutes all Web searches
and online activity through hacker controlled
servers. The malware is particularly dangerous
because a single infected computer could infect
hundreds of other systems through the local
network, and users do not know that they have
been redirected to hacker websites.
http://voices.washingtonpost.com/securityfix/2
008/12/a_scary_twist_in_malware_evil-.html

BY: BRIAN KREBS, WASHINGTON POST
12/08/2008

Security experts warn Internet users about a
new form of malicious software which steals

New version of DNS changing malware
detected
BY: DAN RAYWOOD, SC MAGAZINE
12/12/2008

JM Hipolito, technical communications
spokesperson at Trend Micro, recently
published a blog post which discussed a new
form of malware which turns systems into
DHCP servers which then track traffic and
intercept request packets from other network
computers and redirects the recipients of the
packets to malicious websites. Feike
Hacquebord, advanced threats researcher with
Trend Micro, explains that the malware
replaces advertisements which connect users
with the criminals’ websites that leak personal
information to the hackers.
http://www.scmagazineus.com/New-versionof-DNS-changing-malwaredetected/article/122800/

Explorer vulnerability. Security researchers
agree that the attacks are increasingly being
launched from legitimate Web sites, and
researchers at Trend Micro Inc. estimate that
about 6,000 Web sites have been infected so
far, although the number is still increasing.
Hackers use SQL injection attacks to
compromise legitimate Web sites and then load
the sites with malicious code which infects the
computers of Web site visitors. Microsoft said
that a patch is currently being developed, which
many expect to be released before the next
batch of security updates on January 9, 2009,
and the company has also published
recommended actions for Internet Explorer
users to take to avoid the malicious sites until a
patch can be released.
http://www.computerworld.com/action/article.
do?command=viewArticleBasic&articleId=9123
398

Microsoft website hit by hackers group
Microsoft sees ‘huge increase’ in IE attacks
BY: GREGG KEIZER, COMPUTER WORLD
12/14/2008

Microsoft recently reported an increase in
attacks that exploit an unpatched Internet
110 Royal Aberdeen 
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BY: DICK O’BRIEN, THEPOST.IE
12/14/2008

Microsoft’s Irish home page was reportedly
hijacked last week by a group called the
Terrorist Crew, which posted a message to site
visitors that included nicknames of seven
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members of the group. Microsoft believes the
hackers were not financially motivated and also
said that none of their systems had been
compromised from the attack. A company
spokesman explained that the hackers
redirected traffic to a separate web page, and
that Microsoft has now redirected site users to
the main Microsoft corporate website.
http://www.thepost.ie/post/pages/p/story.aspx
-qqqt=IRELAND-qqqm=news-qqqid=38246qqqx=1.asp

Chinese Team Mistakenly Released
Unpatched IE7 Exploit
BY JEREMY KIRK, IDG NEWS SERVICE
12/11/2008

Chinese security researchers recently
accidentally leaked code used to exploit a
vulnerability in Microsoft’s Internet Explorer
which allows hackers to infect computers with
malicious software through legitimate Web
sites. The Chinese security team that released
the code, called Knownsec, believed the flaw
was already patched. Many experts believe that
hackers already had the code before the
accidental release, and the code was for sale on
the underground black market for $15,000 in
November. Microsoft has not announced a date
for the patch to be released, but many believe
they will release an emergency patch before the
next scheduled patch release on January 13,
2009.
http://www.cio.com/article/470269/Chinese_T
eam_Mistakenly_Released_Unpatched_IE_Expl
oit

Facebook Users Warned Over Virus
Resurgence

MySpace about the resurgence of a virus that
will infect a user’s PC when the user follows a
comment posted on their profile. The worm,
called Koobface, targets users on Facebook,
Bebo, Myspace, Friendster, Myyearbook and
Blackplanet. The worm leaves comments on
user profiles which lead to a video download
from YouTube. The video will prompt the victim
to install a new version of Adobe’s Flash Player,
which actually infects the victim PC.
http://www.guardian.co.uk/technology/2008/d
ec/09/facebook-virus-security-warningkoobface

Spam levels climb as criminals replace
cripplied botnets
BY: GREGG KEIZER, COMPUTERWORLD
12/09/2008

Researchers with IronPort Systems Inc. report
that spam levels, which had dropped following
the disconnection of the hosting firm McColo
Corp., are back up after several botnets have
taken the place of botnets like Srizbi and
Rustock, which were affected by the removal of
McColo. Researchers agree that Srizbi and
Rustock, which were two of the world’s three
largest botnets, have not been resurrected,
although other botnets like Mega-D and Cutwail
have regained their original strength, taking the
place of other botnets that were weakened by
the McColo removal. Experts also warn that the
criminals behind the large botnets that have
been abandoned may be developing new
botnets or new forms of malware.
http://www.computerworld.com/action/article.
do?command=viewArticleBasic&articleId=9123
029

BY: CHARLES ARTHUR, THE GUARDIAN
12/09/2008

Security company F-Secure is warning users of
social networking sites such as Facebook and
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Vint Cerf’s Twitter Account Hacked,
Suspended for Spam
BY: DANCHO DANCHEV, ZD NET
12/09/2008

“Father of the Internet” Vint Cerf was recently
the victim of attacks on his Twitter account. The
hackers posted spam messages that looked to

Facebook worm makes comeback
BY: ROBERT MCMILLAN, TECH WORLD
12/08/2008

Hackers have released a new version of the
“Koobface” worm, which has been active on the
Facebook site since July. The worm posts
messages that contain videos which require
users to download malicious software.
Facebook said that only a small number of users

be from him, but that actually redirected users
to auction search sites. The spam messages are
believed to be generated automatically because
identical messages were posted at about one
minute intervals.
http://blogs.zdnet.com/security/?p=2287

have been affected and that they are working
to remove the spam and links to malicious
content. The new worm variant is able to get
through filtering software used by Facebook,
and uses the sites ability to redirect web links to
connect to the malicious websites.
http://www.techworld.com/news/index.cfm?R
SS&NewsID=108078

CYBERSPACE - LEGAL
Cyber Attacks Against Georgia: Legal
Lessons Identified
BY: ENEKEN TIKK, KADRI KASKA, KRISTEN
RUNNIMERI, MARI KERT, ANNA-MARIA TALIHARM,
LIIS VIHUL, CCDCOE
NOVEMBER, 2008

The paper provides information about the
recent cyber attacks against Georgia and
summarizes the legal implications of those
attacks. The paper also compares the cyber
attacks against Estonia with the attacks against
Georgia, and discusses trends in cyber warfare.
The Estonian Computer Emergency Response
Team and various IT security websites provided
information for the paper, which targets
policymakers in national and international cyber
security as well as IT experts.
http://www.carlisle.army.mil/DIME/documents
/Georgia%201%200.pdf
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Ineffective Law Enforcement, Bad
Economy Fueling Cybercrime
BY: ELLEN MESSMER, NETWORK WORLD
12/09/2008

Security firm McAfee recently released the
“Virtual Criminology Report – Cybercrime vs.
Cyberlaw” which found that cyber criminals are
benefitting from weak law enforcement and the
economic recession. The report brought
together two dozen legal experts, academics
and security professionals from various
countries who all agreed that law enforcement
is generally unprepared for combating
cybercrime, and that most criminals arrested
are responsible for only small crimes.
Participants also agree that the economic
recession has made consumers more “jittery”
and more vulnerable to online attacks. Phishing
e-mails, for example, may appear to come from
banks responding to the banking crisis but are
actually criminals hoping to gather personal
information.
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http://www.networkworld.com/news/2008/12
0808-cybercrime.html

Security Report: Most PCs Run Outdated,
Hacker-Friendly Software
BY: RYAN SINGEL, WIRED BLOG NETWORK
12/08/2008

Secunia Software’s Personal Software Inspector
searches a user’s computer to check that the
latest, patched version of each program is
installed. The company conducted a study of
20,000 users and found that more than 98
percent of those users were running at least
one outdated program. The company also said
that the actual numbers could be worse, since
the 20,000 participants were all people who
have looked for security software. Mikkel
Winther of Secunia said that users must keep
programs up to date and also have good antivirus and firewall programs.
http://blog.wired.com/27bstroke6/2008/12/98of-pcs-run-o.html

Court Narrows National Security Secrecy,
Limits Oversight
BY: DAVID KRAVETS, WIRED BLOG NETWORK
12/15/2008

A federal appeals court recently reviewed the
2006 USA Patriot Act and other counterterrorism statutes, and voted unanimously to
narrow the scope of when telecommunications
companies must keep the FBI search requests
secret. Before the appeal, companies were
forbidden from telling customers when the
bureau has asked for information about their
communications. The court decided that judged
will review the validity of a secrecy order only
when a telecommunications company
challenges the gag order. The article explains
that customers may still never know if their
information has been requested, since
telecommunications have only contested a
secrecy order three times.
http://blog.wired.com/27bstroke6/2008/12/co
urt-narrowing.html

CISCO
Cisco (NASDAQ: CSCO) enables people to make powerful
connections-whether in business, education, philanthropy,
or creativity. Cisco hardware, software, and service
offerings are used to create the Internet solutions that
make networks possible-providing easy access to
information anywhere, at any time. Cisco was founded in
1984 by a small group of computer scientists from Stanford
University. Since the company's inception, Cisco engineers
have been leaders in the development of Internet Protocol
(IP)-based networking technologies.
Today, with more than 65,225 employees worldwide, this
tradition of innovation continues with industry-leading
products and solutions in the company's core development
areas of routing and switching, as well as in advanced
technologies such as: Application Networking, Data Center,
Digital Media, Radio over IP, Mobility, Security, Storage
Networking, TelePresence, Unified Communications, Video
and Virtualization. For additional information:
www.cisco.com
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Va. seeks reinstatement of anti-spam law
BY: LARRY O'DELL, MIAMI HERALD
12/11/2008

Virginia’s attorney general has asked the U.S.
Supreme Court to reinstate a state anti-spam
law which prohibits anonymously sending
unsolicited bulk e-mail. Virginia is the only state
that has spam laws that are not limited to
commercial e-mails. The Virginia Supreme Court
invalidated the law to prevent prosecution of a
“spammer” that sends mass political or religious
e-mails, causing the conviction of Jeremy
Jaynes, one of the world’s most infamous
spammers, to be overturned.
http://www.miamiherald.com/business/nation/
story/809150.html

Feds nab more members of alleged
identify theft ring
BY: JAIKUMAR VIJAYAN, COMPUTERWORLD
12/08/2008

Four U.S. residents were arrested last month in
connection with a multinational identity-theft
ring that stole equity line-of-credit account
information and used the data to withdraw
millions of dollars. The scheme netted more
than $2.5 million. Accounts from Citibank,
JPMorgan Chase, Bank of America, and dozens
of other banks were compromised. The
criminals gathered most of their information
from public records or publicly available
databases. Dean Turner of Symantec’s global
intelligence network said that the accounts that
were compromised had a combined value of at
least $1.7 billion.
http://www.computerworld.com/action/article.
do?command=viewArticleBasic&articleId=3308
90
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Study: Police not prepared for
international cybercrime
BY: SIOBHAN CHAPMAN, COMPUTERWORLD UK
12/09/2008

McAfee Inc. recently released the “Virtual
Criminology Report” which found that police
forces are overstretched and lack the
specialized skills like digital forensics that are
needed to prosecute cyber criminals. The report
includes input from academics, lawyers and law
enforcement authorities worldwide. One
challenge is that law enforcement agencies can
usually only work within their own national
boundaries unless they are able to collaborate
with international police forces, which weakens
efforts to catch many “cyber kingpins”. Dave
DeWalt, CEO and president of McAfee, says that
governments must commit resources to
combating cybercrime and must continue to
improve cybersecurity through cooperation.
http://www.computerworld.com/action/article.
do?command=viewArticleBasic&articleId=9123
027

IT fugitive Stein Bagger will be sent back to
Denmark
BY: JAMES NICCOLAI, COMPUTERWORLD
12/08/2008

Stein Bagger, a Danish IT executive wanted by
Interpol, recently turned himself in to Los
Angeles police. A spokeswoman for U.S.
Immigration and Customers Enforcement
reports that he is currently being held by
immigration officials, and will be sent back to
Denmark. Bagger is not facing criminal charges
in the United States, but he has been wanted by
Interpol on conspiracy and fraud charges since
last month. Bagger was the CEO of IT Factory, a
leading technology company that claimed
soaring financial success. It was later discovered
that the company had created fake contracts
with fake companies that were sold to banks
and investors, and some believe that up to 90
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percent of the company’s revenue had been
fictitious.

http://www.computerworld.com/action/article.
do?command=viewArticleBasic&articleId=9122
958

Fugitive Danish IT Chief Surrenders to LA
Police

technologies as well as researching heuristics
and behavioral technologies, but claim that the
lack of a comprehensive legal framework makes
it difficult to keep up with cyber criminals.
http://www.securecomputing.net.au/News/130
279,cybercriminals-need-to-be-punished.aspx

BY: JAMES NICCOLAI, COMPUTER WORLD
12/07/2008

Stein Bagger, CEO of Danish software company
IT Factory, was wanted by Interpol on fraud and
conspiracy charges, and reportedly turned
himself in at a Los Angeles police station earlier
this month. Bagger’s company, IT Factory,
reported soaring profit for the past few years,
but recently filed for bankruptcy, revealing that
90 percent of the company’s turnover had been
fictitious. The company created fake contracts
with nonexistent companies and then sold the
contracts to banks and investors.
http://www.computerworld.com/action/article.
do?command=viewArticleBasic&articleId=9122
798

Cybercriminals need to be punished
BY: NEGAR SALEK, SECURE COMPUTING
12/05/2008

F-Secure recently released its half year data
report which predicts that there will have been
three times more malware in 2008 than in
2007. F-Secure has said that there needs to be a
global legislative authority that would be
responsible for apprehending cyber thieves. FSecure is currently working on new detection
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Staffer: FISMA bill will pass in the next
Congress
BY: MARY MOSQUERA, FEDERAL COMPUTER WEEK
11/24/2008

The Homeland Security and Governmental
Affairs Committee recently approved the
revised Federal Information Security
Management Act which will go before the
Senate this month. The updated bill would
require agencies to prove that they are
protecting their networks and sensitive
information adequately, and will include the
requirement of establishing a chief information
security officers council to develop best security
practices. The article also states that there will
be more access to IT spending information and
education under the new presidential
administration.
http://www.fcw.com/online/news/1544801.html
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CYBERSPACE-RELATED CONFERENCES
Note: Dates and events change often. Please visit web site for details. Please provide additions, updates, and/or
suggestions for the CYBER calendar of events here.
19-21 Jan 2009
19-21 Jan 2009
25-28 Jan 2009
26-29 Jan 2009
27-29 Jan 2009
28-29 Jan 2009
2-6 Feb 2009

16-19 Feb 2009
9-11 Mar 2009
13-15 Mar 2009
30 Mar – 2 Apr
2009
6-8 Apr 2009
14-17 Apr 2009
20-24 Apr 2009
13-14 May 2009
24 – 28 May
2009
26-29 May 2009
14 – 19 Jun 2009
15-19 Jun 2009
25-30 July
7-10 Jul 2009
17-19 Aug 2009

International Workshop on e-Forensics Law, Adelaide Australia, http://www.e-forensics.eu/
Gulf C4ISR, Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates, http://www.asdevents.com/event.asp?ID=324
NANOG45, Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic,
http://www.nanog.org/meetings/nanog45/index.php
U.S. Department of Defense Cyber Crime Conference, St Louis MO,
http://www.dodcybercrime.com/9CC/
Network Centric Warfare USA, Washington, DC,
http://www.asdevents.com/event.asp?ID=339
CyberWarfare 2009, London, UK, http://www.cyberwarfare-event.com/
United States Army Global Information Operations Conference, Peterson AFB, Colorado
Springs, CO,
http://portal.smdc.army.smil.mil/C19/CVTI/default.aspx?Mode=Edit&PageView=Shared
Black Hat DC 2009, Washington DC, http://www.blackhat.com/
INFOSEC World Conference & Expo, Orlando FL,
http://www.misti.com/default.asp?page=65&Return=70&ProductID=5539
Cybercultures: Exploring Critical Issues, Salzburg Austria, http://www.interdisciplinary.net/ci/Cyber/cybercultures/c4/fd.html
Computational Intelligence in Cyber Security, Nashville TN, http://www.ieeessci.org/index.php?q=node/21
Cyber Security and Information Intelligence Workshop, Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
http://www.ioc.ornl.gov/csiirw07/
Black Hat Europe, Amsterdam The Netherlands, http://www.blackhat.com/
RSA Conference, San Francisco CA, http://www.rsaconference.com/2009/US/Home.aspx
Cyber Defence, Stockholm, Sweden, http://www.smionline.co.uk/events/overview.asp?is=1&ref=3080
Internet Monitoring and Protection, Venice Italy,
http://www.iaria.org/conferences2009/SECURWARE09.html
Network Centric Warfare Europe, Cologne, Germany,
http://www.asdevents.com/event.asp?ID=358
International Conference on Emerging Security Information, Systems and Technologies;
Athens Greece, http://www.iaria.org/conferences2009/SECURWARE09.html
Air Force Cyberspace Symposium 2009, Bossier City, Shreveport, LA,
http://www.cyberinnovationcenter.org
Black Hat USA 2009, Las Vegas NV, http://www.blackhat.com/
Conference on Ubiquitous Intelligence and Computing, Brisbane Australia,
http://www.itee.uq.edu.au/~uic09/
DFRWS (Digital Forensics Research) 2009 Annual Conference, Montreal Canada,
http://www.dfrws.org/2009/
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The articles and information appearing herein are intended for
educational purposes to promote discussion in the public interest and to
keep subscribers who are involved in the development of Cyber-related
concepts and initiatives informed on items of common interest. The
newsletter and the information contained therein are not intended to
provide a competitive advantage for any commercial firm. Any
misuse or unauthorized use of the newsletter and its contents will result
in removal from the distribution list and/or possible administrative, civil,
and/or criminal action.
The views, opinions, and/or findings and recommendations contained in
this summary are those of the authors and should not be construed as
an official position, policy, or decision of the United States Government,
U.S. Department of Defense, or National Security Cyberspace Institute.

To subscribe or unsubscribe to this newsletter click here CyberPro News Subscription.
Please contact Larry McKee , ph. (757) 871-3578, regarding CyberPro subscription,
sponsorship, and/or advertisement.

All rights reserved. CyberPro may not be published, broadcast,
rewritten or redistributed without prior NSCI consent.
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